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issues [DGVP21, LM18, MVP12, SN14].
IT-supported [NRB13].
iterative [HBM+16].
ITIL [LCMCPA15].
ITMark [LSCP16].
IWSC’13 [KR15].
Java [AAYK20, LSBV16, LSBV17, SAC21, TFPB14].
JavaScript [NSDD17, SVB+17].
journal [CDR12, PF18].
Jsvee [Sir18].
just [HZ14].
just-in-time [HZ14].
Kanban [ALK+17, SDG21].
KASL [GS12].
KASL-II [GS12].
Kelmu [Sir18].
kernel [NH14].
kernels [WYW+13].
key [Yag18].
know [GKS+12].
Knowledge [BABW12, PpdAPP21, ATR+17, AJP14, CdSdAM16, CCUP21, CPMS+14, CNS14, CNPR13, GS12, NEU+19, RCO20, RHD+16].
label [MAD+14].
Labelling [ZCL+18].
language [dGNA+16].
languages [Ano21k].
LAPPI [RAS+13].
Large [Kos14, ASA+20, AHH17, AAA13, DRM21, KHR18, KCH+17, KRG+13, LSVB16, LSVB17, MPB16, PRNR14, Pot16, SSM21, SSL15, SJA+14, TUF20, WKB+15].
Large-scale [Kos14, ASA+20, SSM21, WKB+15].
late [BKZ13].
latent [EKG18].
laws [GBRHO14, GG14].
Layer [OB17].
LDA [BHLO16].
lead [WKB+15].
leakage [LHA+16].
Lean [PSMM19, SSA15, ALK+17, RL14].
learn

networks \[\text{MMK}16, \text{PGAP}17, \text{VvV}15\]. neural \[\text{KTYK}16]\).

next \[\text{RPV}12\]. no \[\text{CKMN}15\]. non \[\text{BEB}21\]. non-Markovian \[\text{BEB}21\]. nonfunctional \[\text{SGD}^+13\]. nonradial \[\text{Ano}21o\]. nonterminating \[\text{WZ}17\]. normalization \[\text{BL}15\]. Norway \[\text{SDWA}20\]. Norway-based \[\text{SDWA}20\]. noun \[\text{CDO}^+13\]. noun-based \[\text{CDO}^+13\]. nuclear \[\text{VNM}14\].

O \[\text{BMZP}14\]. obfuscation \[\text{SWT}^+16\]. object \[\text{Al}15, \text{EAK}13, \text{JWP}^+16, \text{KRG}^+13\]. object-oriented \[\text{Al}15, \text{EAK}13, \text{JWP}^+16, \text{KRG}^+13\].

Objective \[\text{De}16, \text{GKHE}18, \text{KRR}^+16, \text{OK}^+17\]. Objective-driven \[\text{De}16\]. offshoring \[\text{BABW}12\]. Onboarding \[\text{BCSS}18\]. Online \[\text{BGV}18, \text{FDM}^+18\]. Ontology \[\text{PCCP}14, \text{AAM}^+20\]. Ontology-based \[\text{PCCP}14, \text{AAM}^+20\]. open \[\text{Ano}21n, \text{Cap}13, \text{DRM}21, \text{HJ}14, \text{KFY}13, \text{LGS}^+17, \text{NX}13, \text{QB}21, \text{RC}20\]. open-source \[\text{Ano}21n, \text{LGS}^+17, \text{NX}13\].

OpenPPM \[\text{MMJB}16\]. operation \[\text{NSBR}12\]. operations \[\text{KFT}16\]. operator \[\text{ZCL}^+18\]. opportunities \[\text{Cap}13, \text{CdMNSdCM}^+14, \text{MR}20\].

optimization \[\text{NSDP}15, \text{WSB}14\]. optimization-based \[\text{NSDP}15, \text{WSB}14\].

optimizing \[\text{HMMR}18\]. oracled \[\text{PPPdG}20\]. order \[\text{SA}17\]. ordinal \[\text{MV}14\]. organization \[\text{NBF}18, \text{RMOP}20, \text{WWKC}18\].

organizations \[\text{BMM}19, \text{CD}19, \text{ECRJFZ}13, \text{ECRJFZ}16, \text{dH}13, \text{KHR}18, \text{LFT}19, \text{PRGP}12, \text{RYA}^+21\].

oriented \[\text{ARD}^+12, \text{Al}15, \text{AAJE}13, \text{BHZK}12, \text{EAK}13, \text{Gal}20, \text{JWP}^+16, \text{JMR}18, \text{KRG}^+13, \text{RLR}21, \text{SV}21, \text{UC}12, \text{W}^+\text{P}XZ}13, \text{WRC}^+13, \text{ZW}18\].

origins \[\text{DRW}14\]. osmosis \[\text{LMB}12\]. other \[\text{Kra}13\]. outcome \[\text{WKB}^+15\]. outsourced \[\text{CRP}14\]. outsourcing \[\text{AKM}^+21, \text{AHKL}20, \text{ALK}^+20, \text{EKV}15, \text{UC}12\]. over-sampling \[\text{Ano}21p\]. Owners \[\text{UWKRS}21\].

package \[\text{MC}G\text{BS}A20\]. packages \[\text{CKP}15, \text{RMCLGAM}14, \text{SVSC}20\]. Pakistan \[\text{SSA}15\]. PAM \[\text{Abu}16\]. Papers \[\text{BMP}13, \text{CDF}13, \text{KDK}13, \text{OP}14, \text{PP}14\]. parallel \[\text{AMB}18, \text{LWY}^+16, \text{SSL}15\]. Parsing \[\text{AHH}17\]. partially \[\text{CRP}14\]. Partition \[\text{KL}18\]. partnership \[\text{AHKL}20, \text{ALK}^+20\]. past \[\text{McQ}12\]. pathways \[\text{WFB}^+18\]. Pattern \[\text{ZPF}14, \text{ZWY}^+20, \text{BCD}14\].

Pattern-based \[\text{ZWY}^+20\]. patterns \[\text{FAA}^+17, \text{FMR}13, \text{HAN}18, \text{JGHA}14, \text{JWP}^+17, \text{MGU}A14, \text{OK}^+17, \text{SGSGYO}19, \text{UTZ}13, \text{ZKZH}14\]. payment \[\text{EKV}15\].

people \[\text{KJS}^+13\]. perceived \[\text{Pri}12\]. perceptions \[\text{PJ}16\]. perform \[\text{WPXZ}13\]. performance \[\text{BMZP}14, \text{CV}21, \text{EK}18, \text{dH}13, \text{LB}13, \text{OCCS}1, \text{P}D\text{BBP}20, \text{PMT}20, \text{PJ}16, \text{RF}16, \text{UIK}20, \text{VvV}14\]. performance-based \[\text{PMT}20\]. personal \[\text{RF}16\]. personality \[\text{AY}20\]. perspective \[\text{ASA}^+20, \text{BPKZ}16, \text{GG}12, \text{KPG}14, \text{Lin}15, \text{OEC}17, \text{SVK}^+14, \text{WYW}^+13\]. perspectives \[\text{BCPM}20\]. Petri \[\text{BE}21\]. phase \[\text{Ano}21a, \text{IK}14\]. phases \[\text{LSF}20, \text{LTL}20, \text{PBS}17\]. phenomenon \[\text{MB}17\]. physical \[\text{BGV}18, \text{CY}20, \text{MSB}20, \text{PMT}20, \text{PDP}18, \text{RMP}^+20, \text{ZIDM}20\]. PI \[\text{NEU}^+19\]. picture \[\text{UWKRS}21\]. pilot \[\text{ADH}20, \text{G}S^+20\]. placement \[\text{MSK}18\]. plan \[\text{RFM}16\]. planning \[\text{ASG}18, \text{KO}13\]. plans \[\text{PCMC}14\]. platform \[\text{BM}12\]. platforms \[\text{FHS}13\]. PLC \[\text{LSF}20\]. PLM \[\text{GGB}16\]. PMBOK(R) \[\text{MM}14\]. point \[\text{Ano}21l, \text{CS}19\]. points \[\text{AN}17, \text{BCC}^+15, \text{MKA}20\]. policy \[\text{AY}18\]. popularity \[\text{SVS}20\]. portfolio \[\text{ALK}^+17\]. porting \[\text{SR}19\]. possible \[\text{KJ}14\]. post \[\text{BKS}^+17\]. post-commit
Protecting [IZJG18, KKW18]. protocols [BAAO+20]. provenance [BNBA21].
provide [UWKRS21]. provider [VvV15].
proximity [SAK17]. Pthreads [FZW+18].
published [LSBV17]. pull [Ano21n].
Purity [NSDD17]. Python [TFAL21].

qualitative [EAD17, LHR18]. Quality [GKS+12, RMP+20, CN12, GLL+21, HBB12, JWP+16, LML+18, MRJ20, MDV+18, MAL+13, NBD17, Pot16, SSA15, UFF18, VMSH13, WWKC18, ZKZH14].


recommendation [GLL+21, OKÖ+17, WWQ+21]. recommendations [RA18b].
recommending [XLWZ15]. reconfiguration [HMB+18]. record [AM16]. recovered [HMB12]. recovering [PCdGCP13].
recovery [BCD13, CDO+13, QBÖ+13, ZPFV14].
reduce [KTHS16]. Reengineering [FKW13, Ano13, CDF13]. Refactoring
KTHS16, AAJE13, CKS18, GJ13, GEK14, GKHE18, MRJ20, MAMN19, OKÖ+17]. refactoring [CKS18]. refinement

[DFGP18]. Reflecting [NPLP12]. reflections [BABW12, RTCL16]. reflection [Kos13]. Regression
[UY13, AMH15, AL15, IAA18b, KMB17]. regression-based [IAA18b]. regressions
[BMZP14]. regular [PPPdG20]. regulated
[DT18]. relate [MAD+14]. related
[TBP+17]. relating [RGS+15]. relation
[DRM21]. relations [DGVP21]. relationship
[AN17, KCH+17, LSBV16, LSBV17]. relative
[BPKZ16]. releases [JPvdW17].
relevance [HCL+17]. relevant
[PJS+17, ZCL+18]. reliability
[Ano21i, CS19, KHZ21]. reliable [BW18].
remediation [TFAL21]. repair [WWQ+21].
repeat [DRM21]. replay [AM16].
replicated [FQA17]. Report
[TKS+14, AÖAG16, KK14, PMT20, SV20, WWKC18, ZTGG16]. reported [DGVP21].
reports [ATR+17, RHD+16]. repositories
[AM120, CdMSNdCM+14, JGA14, TU20].
representation [SLL+21]. representatives
[JP16]. reproduction [NHLTL17]. request
[CdMSNdCM+14]. requests
[Ano21n, HZ14, KGPH12]. required [LP17].
Requirement [AKKM20, ASK+21, AÖAG16, VMCN20, ZWK18].
requirement-oriented [ZWK18].
Requirements [DFGP18, ARD+12, AMA+20, AMH+20, ASACG13, AL17, AHC21, BCPM20a, CKG15, GGPT12, HZ14, HBM+16, JRSS13, JN12, KLWA20, KA20, KST14, KMH+15, LHA+16, OFAT+18, PGCM15, SDWA20, SL20, TNLJ+17, WCS14, WKB+15, dGNA+16, dGNAT17].
resampling [ZLM+21, ZHC+18]. Research
[RVP12, Ano21q, CDF13, CKR18, DFGP18, Dow14, MGW+17, SBS20, SV21, UWKRS21, WWKC18]. research-driven [WWKC18].
residual [HLWL15]. Resilient [LAF+18].
resistance [CMCG+12]. resolution
[DRM21]. resolve [XLWZ15]. resolving
[VvV15]. resource [AVC20]. resources
[HMMR18]. responsibility [MSB+14]. restrictionings [NBCM17]. Results
[BMCP16, BDB+18, HSvG17, LSPC16, dSPF+12], retention [RCO20], retrieval
[SFK17]. retrospective
[CDR17, CDFE, EP就必须, HDB18, Kvh15]. reusable [MGM14], reuse
[AP14, ADH20, AM16, PGCMA15, RCL19, SG17, dGNA+16, dGNFAT17]. reuse-based
[dGNA+16, dGNFAT17]. Reusing [HAN18].
Reverse [OP14, PP14, GAAX, MBMR19, QSM15, PCCRP21], reverse-engineered
[GAA18], review
[AG21, AP14, AHC21, BNB12, BGM18, BDB+18, CPSGAA20, GAA18, HHW12,
JbAP18, JW12, KK12, KA20, MKA20, NB18, PTK13, PDP18, RA15, RL15,
RBG15, S18, SB+20, VBC+21]. Reviewer [AN017m]. reviews
[BKS+17, GLL+20, LLL1W18], rewards
[SV21]. Rich [WL16], rigorous [SLWW21], risk
[AAM+20, BMNR18, ISK15, LMdVT+12, Lin15, dSLBF15, MMK16,
ZIDM20], risks [Nia12], roadmap [AN021q, CKP18, FMC+15, JvWdW+17, KKN+19].
Robula [LSR16], robust
[AKM+21, LSR16], role [BCD16]. role-based [BCD16], root [RF16]. ROS
[LGNEAO20, LAF+18], ROS-based
[LGNEAO20], Rule
[KST14, LMdVT12, OCSCD1B20]. Rule-based
[KST14, LMdVT+12, OCSCD2B20]. rules
[vCP12, DMS12, HBG21, PJW17]. run
[THP+16], run-time [THP+16]. runs
[SPC16]. runtime [SPC16].
S# [LH18]. SaaS [MSK18], safe [BW18], safety
[BM13, Gal20, GNS18, JN12, LGNEAO20, LHR18, MBMC18, MSB20,
RGSR20, VMN20, Wall18]. safety-critical
[JN12, MSB20, Wall18], safety-oriented
[Gal20], same [ADC12, CML+20], sampling [AN021p]. SANER [SA17], SAP
[vdGK12]. scalable [ACM+14, BAAO+20], scale
[ASA+20, Kos14, PRNR14, SSM21, SSL15, WKB+15]. scaled [TST17, TST17].
Scaling [KHR18], SCAM [KLG17, LEC14], SCAN
[MAD+14], scenarios [ISK15]. schema
[ZPFV14], scheme [KBM+12], science
[MDSSM15, SV21]. Scorecard
[dH13]. Scorecard-based [dH13]. scripted
[SGAP14]. SCRUM [SDWA20, CD19,
GP13, PGAP17, PCMC1C14]. Search
[FTW16, GEK14, GKE18, KO16,
SKWD15]. Search-based
[FTW16, GEK14, KO16, SKWD15].
Searching [CaSdAM16], section
[CT13, HH12, KR15]. sector
[AN017b, KO13, CSS+20]. secure [BW18].
Security [AYB+18, BNB12, CYK20,
MSB20, MSK18, CG14, Gal20, GLL+21,
GN18, LSFG20, UFF18, ZIDM20].
Security- [MSB20]. Security-aware
[MSK18], security-informed [Gal20].
Segmentation [WPSV14], segments
[MAD+14]. Selected
[BMP13, BMCM18, KDK13]. Selecting
[TUF17], selection
[AN021m, CDF13, KMB17, aRL21, LMLM16,
OP14, PP14, UC12, UY13]. self
[GA14, MKM18]. self-assessed
[GA14]. self-driving [MKM18].
semantic [AN021c, Ano21k, KW18],
semantics [WZ17]. sensitive [ABSH16],
sensitivity
[Jun12, LHA+16]. sentence
[MML16], sequence [GAA18, LCMCPA15].
series [HH12, RHL15]. Service
[BMCP16, UC12, ARD+12, AMB18,
Ano21k, AYB+18, BCPM19, KO13, LM18,
MBMC18, MKM18, NVGD13, RLR21,
Sch12, UTZ13, VvV15, WRC+13].
service-oriented [ARD+12, RLR21],
Services [BM12b, ARD+12, BH16, EKP18,
PCodGP13]. set [LHEG18], setting
[HD17]. settings [HL15, LS19]. SFLA
[GA20]. SFLA-based [GA20]. shared
[BMCP14c]. sharing [BABW12, CCUP21,
GS12, LHEG18, VvV15. similar [SBPS12].
Similarities [Cap13]. similarity [PCCP14].
Simple [ARSH16]. simplified [MFCP14, PB17]. Simplifying [NBCM17].
Simulation [CLMZ13, BHZK12, BK517, GP16, OCCSDBBP20, ZRB+14]. simulator [MVP12]. since [OKA14]. single [KRR+16]. single-objective [KRR+16]. sites [AHC21]. situation [PKY14]. situation-aware [PKY14]. size [LLT20]. sized [LCMCPA15]. Skills [SRSEGA14, ISK15, MDSSSM15, RDD+12, TWFF18]. slicing [ACM+14, HF12, KFY13, WZ17]. SLOC [LSBV16, LSBV17]. SLR [ASA+20]. small [Abu16, ABG18, CG14, ECRJFZ13, ECRJFZ16, GPM+12, LS19, LCMCPA15, MPM+20, PRGP12, SG20]. smaller [BPKZ16]. smart [AVC20, PKY14]. SME [BABW12]. smell [AAG21, MRJ20, RA15]. smells [MAMN19, OKO+17, SLHS18]. SMEs [Abu16, CO13, SS18]. Snapshot [BMCP14c, TPB+17]. SOA [RL15]. Social [AHC21, MSB+14, AY20, CFMS+14, ECRJVA+18, NMA+17]. sociocultural [GSB+20]. Software [AAG21, AL17, ANo21p, BM12b, BMCP14b, BMCP16, DS17, FKW13, HOJ15, IK17, aRL21, MPS+16, MCQ12, MAL+13, PF18, PCdGCP13, PDP18, PBPD16, Rya16, TFL21, WWK18, ZRB+14, ZHY18, ZHC18]. AAM+20, AIA20, ASA+20, ARD+12, ATR+17, ALK+17, AY20, AHA17, AMH+20, ASK+21, AKM+21, AOA16, ASG18, ABB14, AM20, AKH120, ADH20, ALK+20, ABG18, AL15, AI21, ANo13, ANo21a, ANo21b, ANo21l, ANo21o, ANo21q, AAA13, AN18, Bab12, BW18, BM12a, BHZK12, BH16, BSEA14, BPKZ16, BML13, BMCP14a, BCM19, BCMP20a, BCMP20b, BSB16, BGM18, Bor16, BDB+18, BCSS18, Cao12, CDF13, CDO+13, CKR18, CPR15, CC13, CN12, CdMSNdCM+14, ÇD19, CAAK21, CKG15, CS19, CS13, CKS18, CGN17, CCUP21, CO13, CLMZ13, Dow14, EIA19, EAK13, ECRJFZ13, ECRJFZ16, FDM+18, FQA17, FPA17, FHS13, GPM+12, GP16]. software [GFK+20, GP13, GS18b, GA20, GKHE18, Ghe17, GJC+18, GdOK18, GBRHO14, GKS+12, GWA15, GD21, HAN18, HH12, dH13, HB16, HSvG17, HAS21, HLP15, HBM+16, HIA19, HHLW15, HCL+17, IA18a, IAA18b, II17, JGHA14, JWP+16, JPrdW+17, JW12, JMC18, JS12, KGPH12, KTY16, KKT12, KÔ16, KKN+19, KA20, KHZ21, KGW13, KCH+17, KR15, Kos21, KRG+13, Kru13, Kuh15, KFT16, KFY13, KO13, LSW13, LMB12, LP17, LMDvT+12, LCMCPA15, LFT19, LCM+15, LMC16, LYL+12, Lin15, LLLW18, LHEG18, dSLBF15, LHIE18, MKA20, MVPR20, MGUA14, MPB16, MBMC18, M1C14, MDSSSM15, MGN18, MAD12, MFCP14, MA20, MP16, MANN19, MPM+20, NXC13, Nia12, Nia15, NMA+17, NSDP15, NPL12, ND20, NBF18, OEC17, OMTR12, OKA14, OB20, Ost14, ÖTM18, PL14, PGCM15, PJW17, PA14, PBSA17, PKY14]. software-intensive [AAA13, OB20]. solution [GGGBEM18]. solutions [BW18, CBBdAM16, KJ14, KKT12,
[BMCP16, ASACG13, AAA13, BCPM19, CYK20, Kos14, aRL21, MBMCP18, MBMR19, NH14, PRNR14, SGD+13, THP+16, VKPvV13, dH13]. Systematic
[KA20, AAG21, AJP14, AHC21, BNBA21, BGM18, BDB+18, CdMSNdCM+14, GAA18, JbAPt18, JW12, JPW+17, LHIE18, MKA20, MMPN20, MdIfT19, PTK13, PDP18, RL15, RBG15, RRDPD+13, SK18, VCK+21, dSPF+12]. systematization
[Kuh15]. SystemC [NL18]. Systems
[BM12b, KDK13, dSLBF15, MCL+18, RRDPD+13, SDG21, BW18, BM12a, BM13, BGV18, BGM18, BO21, CPR15, CYK20, DP15, FHS13, HF12, HAS21, HBM+16, HMMR18, JN12, KRG+13, LSW13, MSBE20, MA12, OB20, OCCCSDDBP20, PMT20, PCCRFP21, PRNR14, PDP18, RPZ14, RGRSR20, RPM+20, SJA+14, SLMW21, TLNJ+17, UFF18, Wall18, ZIDM20, ZPFV14, vdkGK12]. Systems-of-systems [MCL+18].

table [WSB14]. tailoring
[ABQO14, Gal20, Sir18]. TALAIA
[MNJB16]. target [RAS+13]. task
[FPAl7, II17, LMD+VT+12]. tasks
[CdSdAM16, WPXZ13]. Taxonomy
[RLMC19, RLTTCA14, AAJE13, DRGP13, KS20]. Taxonomy-based [RLMC19].
teaching [De 15]. Team
[SSM21, ECRJVA+18, GJC+18, GGJ20, RMOP20, SRSCGA14]. Team-external
[SSM21]. teams
[ASA+20, BCSS18, PA14, Pri12]. teamwork
[RLTTCA14]. Technical
[SN14, CN12, CWBC17, HBM+16, KTHS16, MB17, TFA21]. technique [Ano21p, EK18, GJC+18, KMB17, RAS+13]. techniques
[AAG21, Ano21m, GDAG13, MMPN20, MBMR19, MAMN19, PPdG20, RA15, dGNA+16]. technology
[BDB+18, CPSGAA20, HD17]. TeLESM
[OB17]. temporal [BGV18, LWY+16]. term [HsvG17]. terminological [HBG21].
test [BLGZ18, EMRF14, GA20, GRK17, Hou14, KMB17, MMPN20, PPdG20, QBO+13, SN14, SBPS12, UY13, UIK20, vdkGK12, SBPS12]. test-and-fix [Hou14]. test-to-code [QBO+13]. Testing
[BPKZ16, MdIfT19, AMH15, AMB18, CS19, FDM+18, FQA17, GP16, GFK+20, HHI2, KMB17, LSRT16, LYL+12, RLMC19, SKWD15, SGAP14]. TestSPICE [SN14]. text [DRW14, PJS+17, ZTGG16]. text-based [DRW14]. textual [HBG21].

thef [PF18]. their [DGVP21, FMRI3, SN14, VKPvV13]. them
[BO18]. themes [BMCP14a]. theory [BPKZ16, NPLP12]. There [TPB+17]. these [MVP12]. Things [BNBA21].

Thinking [SDG21, RTCL16]. Three
[OB17, BCSS18, PJ16]. Three-Layer
[OB17]. thresholds [Sha15]. throughout
[AoAG16, KKW18]. TIDIER [GDAG13].
tier [CLAD17]. Time
[RL15, HHI2, HZ14, LHA+16, TNP+16, WKB+15]. time-series [HH12]. times [DRM21]. TIPA
[CRP14]. TMAP [PJS+17]. tolerance [LAF+18].
tomorrow [RPZ14]. tool
[ABB14, ADFT16, CsZZ+13, CPMS+14, GPM+12, NSDP15, SV21, ZWW+20].
tooled [KLC+14]. tools
[Bo16, MDSSMS15, NPLP12, PJ16]. top
[AAA13]. top-down [AAA13]. Topics
[BM12b]. topological [HMMR18]. Toshiba
[OKA14]. trace [MAD+14]. traceability
[AoAG16, CDO+13, CC13, CAK21, DHH+16, HZ14, KMH+15, QBO+13, RBFM15, TRC+17]. traces [NHLTL17].

tracing [San14]. traditional
[ECRJVA+18, PSMM19, dGNA+16]. traffic
[HMB+18]. train [MVP12]. trajectory
[JPW+17]. transaction [QB21]. transfer
[BDB+18]. transferring [SW12].

transformable [ZKJ12]. transformation
[BO21, ECRJVA+18, OB20, SKWD15, Sha15, SGD+13]. transformations
[FTW16, NBCM17, PB17, WSB14].
Transition [HOD+14, ARD+12].
transitioning [Dow14]. traps [BO18]. Tree [WG18]. trees [Kos14]. trends [RHL15].
Trustworthiness [ZWK18]. trustworthy [BHZK12, Cao12, FDM+18, MA12, ZKJ12].
TuneR [Bor16]. tuning [Bor16]. tutorials [ND20]. two [BABW12, RTCL16]. types [PJ16].

UML [MMPN20, MAMN19]. Uncovering [CGN17, MB17]. understandability [DCVM20].
usage [Ano21q, CDSIAM16, EAD17, GRK17, NPLP12, SWT+16]. Use [TG20, AN17, BGM18, DS17, KFT16, MKA20, MMC14, MKMW18, MBMR19, RCL19, ZWW+20]. used [DT18]. user [DGVP21, GLL+20, GD21, KLWA20, Lin15].
user-centered [GD21]. user-reported [DGVP21]. users [IZJG18]. Uses [RRDPD+13]. Using [CPMS+14, HCL+17, MBMR19, RK18b, SAC21, AKM+21, AI21, Ano21k, APL+14, BM13, BCC+15, BKS+17, BEB21, BAAO+20, BCD14, CKP15, CNPR13, Dow14, El 18, GEK14, GK13, GDAG13, JWP+16, KLC+14, KS20, Kos14, KRG+13, KFY13, KO13, LAF+18, MGUA14, MRJ20, MSK18, MMPN20, MCL+18, MPM+20, NBD17, PGAP17, SJG+14, SKK+18, Sha15, SAEH16, SGD+13, SKR15, UY13, Yag18].
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